The development of a diagnostic module for FASTBUS has been completed. The Snoop Module is designed to reside on a Crate Segment and provide high-speed diagnostic monitoring and testing capabilities. Final hardware details and testing of production prototype modules are reported. Features of software under development for a stand-alone single Snoop diagnostic system and Multi-Snoop networks will be discussed.
3. SNOOP SOFTWARE The ROM-resident software for the Snoop Module has been written in the Forth language, providing a compact yet powerful on-board system that includes a compiler, interpreter, and assembler and also supports multi-tasking and interrupt handling. The system is particularly well suited to a hardwaredebugging environment, because it is fully interactive and provides nearly instantaneous turn-around for writing and modifying programs to exercise particular facets of the hardware. Forth bypasses the usual edit, compile, link, load, execute cycle required by most batch-oriented language environments, and runs much faster than the BASIC-style interpretive languages. This 
